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FAST-Hex – A Morphing Hexarotor: Design, Mechanical
Implementation, Control and Experimental Validation

Markus Ryll1, Davide Bicego4,2, Mattia Giurato3, Marco Lovera3 and Antonio Franchi4,2

Abstract—We present FAST-Hex, a micro aerial hexarotor
platform that allows to seamlessly transit from an under-actuated
to a fully-actuated configuration with only one additional control
input, a motor that synchronously tilts all propellers. The FAST-
Hex adapts its configuration between the more efficient but
under-actuated, collinear multi-rotors and the less efficient, but
full-pose-tracking, which is attained by non-collinear multi-
rotors. On the basis of prior work on minimal input configurable
micro aerial vehicle we mainly stress three aspects: mechanical
design, motion control and experimental validation. Specifically,
we present the lightweight mechanical structure of the FAST-
Hex that allows it to only use one additional input to achieve
configurability and full actuation in a vast state space. The motion
controller receives as input any reference pose in R3×SO(3) (3D
position + 3D orientation). Full pose tracking is achieved if the
reference pose is feasible with respect to actuator constraints. In
case of unfeasibility a new feasible desired trajectory is generated
online giving priority to the position tracking over the orientation
tracking. Finally we present a large set of experimental results
shading light on all aspects of the control and pose tracking of
FAST-Hex.

I. INTRODUCTION

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are used in a wide
spectrum of applications like environmental and infrastruc-
tural monitoring and aerial photography, search and rescue
operations and aerial physical interaction, including transporta-
tion, sensing by contact and assembly tasks, just to name
a few. These very different applications resulted in a broad
potpourri of differently shaped UAVs. For high altitude, long
duration surveillance applications a fixed-wing UAV is the
optimal candidate. For applications in confined and cluttered
environments a small quadrotor UAV might be better suited.
For aerial manipulation a fully-actuated multirotor UAV might
be the optimal candidate. Each of these UAV configurations
has benefits and drawbacks in certain applications.

A. Literature Overview

As applications for UAVs become more complex, with
different requirements along their missions, morphable UAVs
appeared. Systems of the class of morphable UAVs can change
their configuration, optimizing the UAV’s shape depending on
a local task along the mission.

In [1] and [2] aerial robots are presented that are able to
translate the position of their propellers to squeeze through
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Fig. 1. a) CAD prototype of the FAST-Hex. All propellers are tilted in
a synchronized manner by a single motor. b) Flying prototype with tilted
propellers. The single servomotor for tilting all propellers is visible on the
right bottom side of the ring structure and highlighted with an arrow.

narrow gaps. For space-efficient storing and high speed ejec-
tion the quadrotor UAV in [3] has a body-drag optimized
shape in folded configuration that unfolds for normal flight.
In [4]–[6] a snake-like multirotor platform is described, that
can translate through air and grasp objects.

A particular subset of morphable aerial robots achieve
control of their body pose beyond the classical position and
yaw orientation tracking. The authors of [7] present an aerial
robot that can tilt a part of its frame in order to gain
independent control of the vehicle’s pitch angle, while the
authors of [8] lock the UAV’s inner body in a gimbal system to
achieve full pose tracking with the inner body. To allow full
independent tracking of position and orientation trajectories
the multirotor UAVs in [9]–[12] can actively tilt all their
propellers. This class of fully-actuated non-collinear multi-
rotor systems has emerged as a class of UAVs benefiting from
fast disturbance rejection [13]–[16] and full-pose trajectory
tracking (independent tracking of a desired 3D position and
3D orientation) [17]–[23]). Furthermore, fully-actuated aerial
vehicles are able to track a wrench profile (independent force
and torque trajectories) making them optimal candidates as
aerial-physical interaction tools.

Technical solutions for fully-actuated aerial vehicles are cur-
rently implemented following two paradigms. Aerial vehicles
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of the first paradigm have their propellers fixed in a particular
tilting angle (see our previous works [20], [24]) and do not
belong to the group of morphable drones. These systems have
simpler mechanics, lower control complexity and are usually
lighter as no additional actuators are required, but suffer from
increased energy consumption due to unavoidable, parasitic
internal forces and a usually smaller volume of admissible
wrench. Systems of the second paradigm can change the pose
of the propellers, allowing thrust vectoring of every single
propeller (cf. [11], [12], [19]). While these systems commonly
enable tracking of a larger or tunable volume of admissible
wrench and therefore waste less energy, the mechanics and
the control of these systems are more complex and the weight
is increased by the number of required actuators, decreasing
the overall flight time.

B. Contribution of this work

In this article we present the Fully–Actuated by
Synchronized–Tilting Hexarotor (FAST-Hex), with six pro-
pellers actively tiltable by only one additional motor (see
Fig. 1 a) & b). This aerial platform allows wrench tracking in
a large volume while using only one additional servomotor
reducing the total mass, the probability of failure, energy
consumption and complexity of the system. The additional
control input drives the configuration of the aerial platform in
a continuum of configurations between the energetically very
efficient but under-actuated configuration and the less efficient
but maximally actuated configuration. By combining the best
of the two worlds of under- and fully-actuated platforms, by
means of only one additional servomotor we enable high-level
fine tuning between maximal efficiency and decoupled wrench
tracking for the task at hand.

This paper is an extension of work originally presented
in [25] and [26] where the theoretical idea of the FAST-Hex
and an extension of the control concepts have been presented.

The contribution of the paper is first, the presentation and
discussion of the mechanics of the FAST-Hex prototype, that
uses only one additional motor for actuating coordinately all
propellers. The prototype overcomes the common star-form
of multirotors by presenting a lightweight but rigid ring-
structure. Second, we present an improved version of the pose-
tracking controller presented in [26], making it more suitable
for such morphable platform. The pose tracking controller uses
as input an arbitrary, desired full pose trajectory in R3×SO(3)
while the controller updates the orientation tracking, when
strictly needed to overcome spinning rate saturations of any
propeller. While this controller finds its perfect application
in systems that can seamlessly transition between under and
fully-actuated systems, it is applicable to any multi-rotor
platform. The third contribution is a broad set of experiments
conducted with the FAST-Hex prototype, demonstrating its
superiority with respect to many other aerial platforms.

The paper is structured as follows. We first present the
mechanical system of the FAST-Hex and then derive the
dynamical model in Sec. II and III. In Sec. IV we describe
the full-pose geometric control in R3 × SO(3) for generic
multi-rotor platforms. In Sec. V we present a broad spectrum
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Fig. 2. a) CAD model of a single motor tower. A worm drive actuates the
helical gear indicated by ‘A’ in the figure. The helical gear is rigidly connected
on an axle, that is linked to a lever. The lever actuates a swing, which hosts
the motor. The swing construction is used to rotate the the propeller close
to its center. b) The complete MAV consists of six of the depicted elements.
The top part of the ring is drawn transparent, allowing to see inside the ring
structure. A single motor (not depicted in this figure) actuates the axes in the
ring structure, that are connected with cardan joints. The direction of the worm
drives is alternating, allowing the opposing rotation of neighboring motors.

of experimental results. Finally, Sec. VI concludes the paper
with a summary of the results and an outline of future work.

II. SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section we will describe the mechanical and electrical
design of the FAST-Hex prototype.

A. Mechanical Design

We designed a Micro Aerial Vehicle (MAV) that inherits the
benefits of both, under- and fully-actuated vehicles, namely the
possibility for energy efficient flight, e.g., for cruising and the
ability for independent position and orientation control, e.g.,
for aerial manipulation or advance maneuvering in cluttered
environments, while minimizing additional inputs, mechanical
components and weight. Thanks to their simple mechanical
design the most common fully-actuated MAVs are hexarotor
systems composed by alternatingly fixed tilted propellers [20],
[24]. These systems allow for full actuation in a limited state
space of the MAV, depending on the tilt angle of the propellers.
The larger the tilting angle, the more the platform is able to
generate lateral forces but at the cost of higher internal forces,
reducing the efficiency and flight-time of these platforms. The
FAST-Hex is inspired by this MAV type. We aimed to be able
to change the tilting angle while flying with a minimum set
of additional inputs, namely only one additional actuator (see
Fig. 1-b). Therefore, the actuation of the single motor needs
to be transmitted to all propellers (see Fig. 2 and the attached
video). To achieve this objective, all motors are aligned on a
regular ring structure of radius l (where l = 0.305 m in our
prototype). The propellers are mounted on-top of six motor
towers (see Fig. 2-a and Fig.3), while all motor towers are
evenly spaced on the ring planar structure and therefore 60◦
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apart. In order to simplify the motion model and minimizing
the translation of the thrust generation points (i.e., the center
of the propellers) we aimed to rotate the propellers as close
as possible to the rotation center of the blades. Therefore we
designed the swing mechanism, rotating the propellers less
than 1 cm away from their rotation centres (see Fig. 2-a).
The motors with the propellers are mounted in the swings
in the top of the tower. They are rigidly connected via a lever
mechanism to a worm drive with a high gear ratio (20:1) in
the base of the tower. The worm drive offers self blocking
capabilities, minimal play and precise control of the desired
tilting angle. Inside the structural ring there are 11 carbon fibre
axles, forming a polygon inscribed in the ring, all connected by
Cardan joints (also known as universal joints): these allow the
propagation of the rotation of the bars throughout the ring, see
Fig. 2-b & 3. The central axle is attached to a motor actuating
the system. Consequently the propulsive groups 1-2-3 and 6-
5-4 are actuated by two separate chains departing both from
the same servo motor, a Dynamixel MX-28T, comprising a
Maxon DC motor, a CORTEX-M3 micro-controller and a
12 bit contactless encoder. Splitting the whole chain in two
sub-chains greatly reduces friction phenomena and torsion
effects of the carbon fibre parts, which, in the case of longer
chains, could induce jerky movements on the parts located
far from the motor box. Every second axles is endowed with
the aforementioned worm drive (a worm-shaft coupled with
a worm gear), that is responsible for the transmission of
the rotation to the corresponding motor tower. The worm
shafts and the gears are realized with a high-precision 3D-
printer. The maximum absolute value of the tilting angle
(mechanically limited) is α = 35◦.

Cardan joints have the well known property of an unequal
input angle γj−1 and output angle γj during a full rotation,
depending on the bending angle β. As depicted in Fig. 3, there
is one universal joint between the servo motor and the worm
drive actuating propeller 1 and propeller 6, three universal
joints to propeller 2 and propeller 5 and finally five joints to
propeller 3 and propeller 4. To understand the effect size of
this parasitic effects on the actual propeller tilting angles αi,
we modeled the full drive train. Let us define γj as the rotation
angle of an axle placed downstream of a chain of j previous
universal joints. The actual propeller tilting angle αi depends
on the desired tilting angle αdes, the transmission ratio k of
the worm drives and the propeller number (see Fig. 3) and can
be found in a recursive way ass

γ0 =
1

k
αdes,

γj = atan2(sin γi−1, cosβ cos γi−1) j ∈ [1, 5],

αi = k (−1)i−1 γ(6−|2i−7|) i ∈ [1, 6].

(1)

A comparison of the desired and the actual angles is
depicted in Fig. 4. The worm drives, with a transmission ratio
of k = 0.05, reduce the parasitic effect. It becomes obvious
that the maximum tracking difference for the two propellers
with the most Cardan joints in between (propeller 3 and
propeller 4) is approximately 1◦. We will therefore neglect this
relatively small difference and will let the controller (Sec. IV)
cope with it. The overall structure of the ring gives a high
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Fig. 3. A sketch of the simplified model of FAST-Hex highlighting major
mechanical components and the tilting directions of the six swings inside the
motor towers. Counter-clockwise spinning propellers {1, 3, 5} are depicted
in light-orange, while the clockwise spinning ones {2, 4, 6} in light-blue.
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Fig. 4. Desired αdes versus actual tilting angle αi for the FAST-Hex for all
six propellers. The absolute peak divergence is approximately 1◦. Therefore
it has been decided not to consider it in the control design but to treat it as
disturbance.

rigidity to the system, reducing the vibrations of the motors,
compared to the typical arm structure of multi-rotor systems.
Mechanical details of the system are listed in Table I.

The electronics, including inertial measurement unit (IMU)
and brushless motor controllers, are mounted in the center
of the ring structure, decoupling parasitic vibrations from the
motors. The IMU and the motor controllers are available
off-the-shelf from Mikrokopter1. The hardware is composed
by 6 MK3638 motors, controlled by 6 BL-Ctrl V2.0 brush-
less controllers, and driving 6 EPP1245 propellers (12 inch
of diameter and 4.5 inch of pitch). The electronic speed
controllers allow to precisely control the propeller spinning
velocity using a closed loop sliding-mode controller [27]. The
speed controllers are connected to a Flight-Ctrl V2.5 board,
equipped with the IMU using 3 ADXRS620 gyroscopes and
a Memsic MXR9500M 3D accelerometer.

III. MODELING

A photograph and a CAD model of the actual FAST-Hex
are shown in Fig. 1. We will now introduce a simplified
mathematical model of the FAST-Hex that we will utilize
deriving the controller in Sec. IV. A sketch of the simplified
model is depicted in Fig. 3 showing the relevant reference
frames. This simplified model has been introduced in [25] -
we will therefore only summarize it here.

The simplified FAST-Hex model is composed by a rigid
body and six mass-free and orientable propellers. We define
a world frame FW = OW , {xW ,yW , zW } and a body frame

1https://www.mikrocontroller.com/
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TABLE I
MECHANICAL, PHYSICAL AND CONTROL PARAMETERS

Part Symbol Value
Ring ext. diameter d 640mm

Propeller diameter 12 inch (≈ 30.5 cm)
Propeller tilting angle αi (−1)i−1 |α|
Tilting angle range |α| ∈ [0◦, 35◦]

Max tilting velocity α̇ = −α̇ 10 ◦/s

Total mass m 3.1 kg

Total inertia J(i, i)|i=1,2,3 [0.089 0.091 0.164]> kgm2

Max propeller spin wi 102Hz

Min propeller spin wi 16Hz

Max propeller force f i 10N

Max lift force fz,max 60N

Max lateral force fxy,max 6N

Thrust coefficient cf 9.9e−4N/Hz2

Drag-moment coefficient cτf 1.9e−2m
Propeller attitude RB

Ai
Rz

(
(i− 1)π

3
)
)
Rx(αi)Ry(β)

i-th Propeller position pBAi
Rz

(
(i− 1)π

3
)
)
[` 0 0]>

Proportional gain (trasl.) Kp(j, j)|j=1,2,3 50, 50, 50 [ ]
Integral gain (trasl.) Kpi (j, j)|j=1,2,3 20, 20, 20 [ ]
Derivative gain (trasl.) Kv(j, j)|j=1,2,3 14.14, 14.14, 14.14 [ ]
Proportional gain (rot.) KR(j, j)|j=1,2,3 15, 15, 6 [ ]
Integral gain (rot.) KRi

(j, j)|j=1,2,3 1, 1, 1 [ ]
Derivative gain (rot.) Kw(j, j)|j=1,2,3 1.5, 1.5, 0.5 [ ]

FB = OB , {xB ,yB , zB} that is rigidly attached to the FAST-
Hex with OB being the geometric center and the center of
mass (CoM) of the system (see Fig. 1). The position of OB is
represented in FW by denoting pB ∈ R3 and the attitude of
FB in FW is expressed by the rotation matrix RB ∈ SO(3).
The angular velocity of the body frame FB with respect to the
world frame FW represented in FB is denoted with ωB ∈ R3.
The attitude kinematics of the body RB is then given by

ṘB = RB [ωB ]×, (2)

where [•]× ∈ so(3) represents any skew symmetric matrix
associated to any vector • ∈ R3.

Next we introduce the six propeller frames FP1
, . . . ,FP6

with FPi
= OPi

, {xPi
,yPi

, zPi
}. We denote e1, e2, and e3

the three vectors of the canonical basis of R3, and with Rx

and Rz the two canonical rotation matrices in SO(3). The
orientation of the i-th propeller FPi

can now be expressed
with respect to body frame FB by the rotation matrix

RB
Pi

(α) = Rz

(
(i− 1)

π

3

)
Rx

(
(−1)i−1α

)
, i = 1, . . . , 6

(3)

where α ∈ A is the synchronized tilting angle which is
adjustable by using the single servomotor (see Fig. 1). The
presence of (−1)i−1 in (3) represents the effect that propellers
with adjacent indexes are tilting in opposite directions, which
guarantees the full actuation of the platform for α ∈ A\{0},
see, e.g., [20], [28] for more details on the design of fully
actuated platforms.

The vector originating from OB to OPi
, representing the

position of the center of the i-th propeller, expressed in body
frame FB , is

pBB,Pi
= lRz

(
(i− 1)

π

3

)
e1, for i = 1, . . . , 6 (4)

with l > 0 being the distance from OB to OPi . The six
propellers are centered in OPi

and spin with the angular

velocity (−1)i−1wizPi
, where (−1)i models the property that

propellers with adjacent indexes are designed to spin with op-
posite sign and therefore generate opposite drag torques. The
six propeller spinning rates wi > 0 are as usual individually
controllable.

In the following we derive the dynamics of motion of
the FAST-Hex platform which is actuated by changing the
spinning velocity and synchronized orientation of the six pro-
pellers. While spinning, the propellers generate in a sufficient
approximation a thrust force fi and a drag moment τi, applied
in OPi

and oriented along zPi
, which are expressed in FB as

fBi (fi, α) = RB
Pi

(α)fi, for i = 1, . . . , 6, and (5)

τBi (fi, α) = (−1)icτfR
B
Pi

(α)fi, for i = 1, . . . , 6. (6)

In (5) cτf > 0 is a constant parameter characterizing the
relationship of the generated force and torque, depending on
the physical parameters of the propeller. The scalar fi is the
intensity of the force produced by the propeller, which is
related to the controllable spinning rate wi by means of the
quadratic relation

fi = cfw
2
i e3, (7)

where cf > 0 is another propeller shape dependent constant
parameter.

By summing all thrust forces we can find the total force
applied to the FAST-Hex’s CoM, expressed in world frame
FW as

fW (α,u) = RB

6∑

i=1

fBi (fi, α) = RBF1(α)u, (8)

where u = [f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6]> and F1(α) ∈ R3×6 is a
suitable α-dependent matrix. For the case α = 0 all propellers
are collinear (as for a standard hexarotor), then F1(α = 0) =
[0>6 0>6 1>6 ]>.

By adding all torque contributions, namely the drag mo-
ments (6) and the thrust contributions (5), we compute the
total moment applied to the platform’s CoM, with respect to
OB , and expressed in FB as

τB(α,u) =

6∑

i=1

((
pBB,Pi

× fBi (fi, α)
)

+ τBi (fi, α)
)

= F2(α)u.

(9)

The equations of motion of the aerial platform can be
compactly expressed by using the Newton-Euler approach

[
mp̈B
Jω̇B

]
= −

[
mge3

ωB × JωB

]
+

[
fW

τB

]
(10)

where J > 0 represents the 3 × 3 inertia matrix of the rigid
body with respect to OB and expressed in FB , m > 0
represents the total mass of the FAST-Hex, and finally g > 0
is the gravitational acceleration.

Replacing (8) and (9) in (10) we obtain
[
mp̈B
Jω̇B

]
= −

[
mge3

ωB × JωB

]
+

[
RBF1(α)
F2(α)

]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
F(RB ,α)

u. (11)
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Finally, we will take propeller spinning rate saturations into
account, which can be expressed as input limits as

u ∈ U = {u ∈ R6 | 0 ≤ u ≤ fi ≤ u ∀i = 1 . . . 6}. (12)

where u ≈ 0+ is the lower and u are related to the upper
spinning rate limit. While the upper spinning rate limit has
obvious actuator reasons, we additionally introduce a lower
spinning rate limit as efficient propellers are optimized for a
particular spinning direction and most propeller-motor con-
trollers use an open loop propeller starting procedure with an
undefined starting time making stopping undesirable [27].

A. Discussion on model simplifications

The presented, simplified FAST-Hex model neglects several
properties of the actual system. In the following we list the
unmodeled properties and comment on their impact. While
actively tilting the propellers, the gyroscopic effect causes
a torque, perpendicular to the angular momentum of the
propellers and the tilting direction. This gyroscopic effect is
small due to the low mass of the propellers and the slow tilting
velocity (α = 10 ◦/s) and we therefore neglect it. For the
same reason, we ignore the multi-body dynamics between the
actuated propellers and the main body. The actuation of the
propellers causes a position change of the CoM and a change
of the inertia matrix J of the main body in (10). These changes
are as well small (∆pBB,Pi

< 0.5 % in (9)). Additionally, we
neglect the effects of the universal joints and the resulting
minor position change of the propellers due to the actuation.

This work focuses on the mechanical design and the control
of the FAST-Hex under a low velocity flight regime. We will
therefore neglect aerodynamic effects such as the well-known
first-order effects rotor drag, fuselage drag, and H-force, as
these effects depend linearly on the vehicle’s velocity and can
therefore be neglected att small velocities [29].

We will demonstrate in the experimental results section (see
Sec. V) that the controller presented in Sec. IV can sufficiently
cope with these uncertainties.

B. Synchronized Tilting Angle: Efficiency vs. Full-Actuation

The FAST-Hex, with the tilting angle being α ∈ [0◦ 35◦],
has two structurally different configurations:

1) α = 0 ⇒ rank
(
F(RB , α = 0)

)
= 4

2) α ∈ A\{0} ⇒ rank
(
F(RB , α)

)
= 6.

In case the FAST-Hex would allow for α < 0◦ the system
would have an additional rank loss at α = −3.56◦, in
fact rank

(
F(RB , α = −3.56◦)

)
= 5 due to a yaw torque

controllability loss [30]. We therefore restrict the tilting angle
to positive values.

In configuration 1) all propellers of the FAST-Hex have
collinear spinning axes. We will therefore call this configura-
tion Uni-Directional Thrust (UDT) configuration opposing the
Multi-Directional Thrust (MDT) in configuration 2). In UDT-
configuration the system degenerates to an ordinary hexarotor
platform. The internal forces in UDT-configuration are zero
and only internal torques due to the drag moment appear. The
internal torques due to drag moment are typically one order

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
0

0.5

1

Fig. 5. Nominal efficiency of the FAST-Hex depending on the tilting angle
α based on the efficiency index presented in (13). The index is computed for
horizontal hovering (RB = I3×3) condition. For the maximum tilting angle
α = 35◦ the efficiency drops to 0.82, meaning that 18% of the generated
forces are wasted as internal forces.

of magnitude less strong than the torques generated by the
thrust moments and are therefore neglected in the following
efficiency considerations.

We model the wasted (internal) force using the following
index

ηf (α,u) =
‖∑6

i=1 fBi (fi,α)‖∑6
i=1 ‖fBi (fi,α)‖ =

‖∑6
i=1 fBi (fi,α)‖∑6

i=1 fi
∈ [0, 1] (13)

that we call the force efficiency index. It is easy to check
that ηf (α = 0,u) = 1 for any input u, which corresponds
to maximum efficiency. Hence the UDT-configuration is en-
ergetically very efficient. This comes with the drawback that
the platform is under-actuated and a simultaneous tracking of
fully independent pr(t) and Rr(t) is impossible. The best
choice left in this case is a control that selects a new reference
orientation, denoted with Rd(t), that is compatible2 with pr(t)
and is as close a possible to Rr(t) with respect to a certain
criterion, as, e.g., possessing the same yaw angle of Rr(t),
or the same projection of a certain axis on a certain plane.
This approach is used, e.g., by the well established geometric
control [31], whose rotational part is based on [32]. Almost
global convergence is achieved without the singularities of
other orientation parametrization.

In MDT-configuration the internal forces in hovering are
greater than zero, which means that the system is wasting
more energy than in UDT-configuration. The larger |α| the
larger the internal forces. This is clearly visible from the
fact that ηf (α ∈ A\{0},u) < 1. In particular, during
horizontal hovering, when all the propellers are spinning at
the same speed, producing the same force f , we have that
ηf (α, f16×1) = cosα. For horizontal hovering we plot the
efficiency index in Fig. 5 for a changing tilting angle, showing
that the efficiency drops to ηf = 0.82 for maximum tilting of
α = 35◦. If the platform is following a non-hovering trajectory
then ηf (α,u) is in general different from cosα and one has
to use (13) to exactly compute it. On the other side in MDT-
configurations the platform is fully-actuated, and the larger |α|
the larger the volume of admissible total forces fW in (10) as it
can be clearly seen from Fig. 6. The simultaneous tracking of
pr(t) and Rr(t) becomes feasible as shown in [20], where
a controller for this particular case is also proposed. We
compared in Fig. 6 the influence of the tilting angle and the
actuator limitations wi, wi (see the limits in the inputs (12))
on the volume of admissible forces and torques depending on
the tilting angle α. For computing the volume of admissible
forces (top plot), we set the torques in (11) to τB = 0 N m,
while for computing the volume of admissible torques (bottom

2Compatibility is related to the well-known differential flatness property
of collinear-rotor vehicles. In particular, the zB axis must be kept parallel to
p̈r(t)+mge3. The orientation about zB is instead not constrained by pr(t).
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Fig. 6. Top: Volume of attainable total forces R>BfW (α,u) corresponding to
different values of α. The volumes are computed using (8), expressed in the
body frame FB , and imposing wi ≤ wi ≤ wi ∀i = 1, . . . , 6 and τB = 0.
The larger α (inside the feasible set) the larger the volume of the polyhedron.
For α = 0 the polyhedron degenerates to a single direction along the zB
axis. The different lines represent different limits for the maximum rotor
spinning velocity wi. Bottom: Volume of attainable total torques τB(α,u)
corresponding to different values of α. The volumes are computed using (11),
expressed in the body frame FB , and imposing wi ≤ wi ≤ wi ∀i = 1, . . . , 6

and fB = [0 0 mg]>.

plot) we set the forces to obtain f = [0 0 mg]> N. The results
of these plots as well drove the decision to limit the tilting
angle ᾱ to maximum 35◦ as the combined maximum torque
and force volume is achieved at ≈ 35◦.

Due to the fact that α is a slowly changeable parame-
ter, the change of α is delegated to a high-level slow-rate
controller/planner or to a human operator. The high-level
controller can gently tune α while flying, thus continuously
changing the platform between configuration 1) and any of the
configurations of type 2) in order to adapt to the particular task
being executed. For example configuration 1) can be chosen
when a pure horizontal hovering is requested while a type 2)
configuration can be selected when hovering with non-zero

roll and pitch is needed.

IV. FULL-POSE GEOMETRIC CONTROL WITH PRIORITIZED
POSITION TRACKING

In this section, we present a control law for the six force
inputs u in (12) that lets pB and RB track at best an
arbitrary full-pose reference trajectory (pr(t),Rr(t)) : R →
R3 × SO(3). The time-varying parameter α is given to the
controller. By decoupling the control of α and u, we make
the control law directly applicable for a broad spectrum of
aerial vehicles beyond the scope of the FAST-Hex.

The most obvious approach to control the FAST-Hex would
be to use the geometric controller presented in [31] while in
configuration 1) and the fully-actuated controller [20] while in
configuration 2). The first drawback of this approach concerns
the challenges that might arise from switching between two
controllers and the second is an ill-conditioned computation of
F(RB , α)−1 (used in [20]) for α→ 0. A possible solution to
the ill-conditioned inversion would be to use the geometric
controller [31] for even small angles of |α|, which would
require abandoning full-pose tracking for small values of α.
However, it might be actually desirable to drive the FAST-Hex
with a small α angle in order to find a trade-off between full
actuation and minimization of wasted internal forces.

Therefore, we suggest using a control that works seamlessly
in both configurations, an extension of the under-actuated ge-
ometric control [31] for fully actuated platforms. The desired
behavior of a platform driven by the controller will then be:

• The larger α the more the platform can realize an arbitrary
force vector and track simultaneously a position and
orientation trajectory. The FAST-Hex becomes gradually
fully actuated.

• The smaller α the more the output of the control law
resembles [31]. In other words, when |α| decreases the
FAST-Hex becomes gradually under-actuated, i.e., it still
keeps a good tracking of the reference position but it
becomes progressively unable to independently track also
a generic reference orientation.

The implemented controller is an improvement of the full-
pose geometric controller with prioritised position tracking
described in [25] which is composed by an inner attitude
controller and an outer position controller. The controllers
are then cascaded by a wrench mapper which computes the
actuators set-point u according to the desired control force
uf ∈ R3 and moment uτ ∈ R3 provided by the position
and attitude controllers, respectively. In the following the three
components are described in detail.

A. Position control

The position controller takes as input the full-pose trajectory
(pr, ṗr, p̈r ∈ R3 and Rr = [b1rb2rb3r] ∈ SO(3)), the
measured position pB , the measured linear velocity ṗB and
the measured attitude RB . It produces as output the desired
orientation Rd ∈ SO(3) and the desired control force uf .
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Algorithm 1: Computation of Rd via bisection method

Data: nit (number of iterations ∝ solution accuracy)
Data: b3r , fr , rxy(α)

1 θmax ← arcsin
(
‖b3r×fr‖
‖fr‖

)
, θ ← θmax

2
, k← b3r×fr

‖b3r×fr‖ ;
2 for i = 1 to nit do
3 b3d ← b3rcθ + (k× b3r) sθ + k (k · b3r) (1− cθ);
4 if f>r b3d ≥

√
‖fr‖2 − r2xy(α) then θ ← θ − θmax

2
1
2i

;
5 else θ ← θ + θmax

2
1
2i

;

6 return θ

1) Control equations: Given the considered input one can
define the position and velocity tracking errors respectively as
follows:

ep = pB − pr, ev = ėp = ṗB − ṗr. (14)

It is then possible to define the integral position tracking error
as

epi =

∫ t

0

epdτ. (15)

The reference force vector is then computed as

fr = m (p̈r + ge3)−Kpep −Kpiepi −Kvev, (16)

where Kp, Kpi, Kv ∈ R3×3 are positive diagonal matrices.
Such force vector is then rotated from the inertial to the

body frame and saturated assuming a cylindric bounded force
as described in [26] in order to obtain the desired control force

uf = satUxy

(
(fr>RBe1)e1 + (fr>RBe2)e2

)
+ (fr>RBe3)e3,

(17)

Uxy (α) =
{ [
u1 u2

]> ∈ R2|u21 + u22 ≤ r2xy (α)
}
, (18)

where rxy (α) will be described later.
The desired orientation, instead, is computed taking into

account the requested orientation, the reference force vector,
and the lateral force bound as described in Algorithm 1. In
particular, cθ and sθ are the cosine and sine of θ respectively.
Finally, it is possible to compute the desired orientation as

b3d = b3rcθ + (k× b3r) sθ + k (k · b3r) (1− cθ) (19)

Rd =

[
(b3d × b1r)× b3d︸ ︷︷ ︸

b1d

b3d × b1r︸ ︷︷ ︸
b2d

b3d
]
. (20)

B. Attitude control

The attitude controller takes as input the desired orientation
computed from the position controller (Rd), the measured
orientation (RB), and the measured angular speed (ωB) to
compute the desired control torque (uτ ).

1) Control equations: The desired control torque is com-
puted as

uτ = ωB × JωB −KReR −KRieRi −KωωB , (21)

where KR, KRi, Kω ∈ R3×3 are positive diagonal matrices
and eR is the orientation tracking error defined as

eR =
1

2

(
R>d RB − R>BRd

)∨
, (22)

F‡(α) F(α)

[
uf
uτ

]

u

[
f1 . . . f6

]> [
fB

τB

]

Fig. 7. Wrench allocation with actuators’ saturation.

with •∨ which is the vee map from SO(3) to R3 and eRi the
integral orientation tracking error computed as

eRi =

∫ t

0

eRdτ. (23)

C. Wrench mapper

The wrench mapper takes as input the desired control force
in (17) and moment in (21) provided by the position and
attitude controller respectively and computes a feasible u
through the nonlinear map

u = F(α)‡
[

uf
uτ

]
, (24)

where F(α) ∈ R6×6 is the allocation map. Since the structural
properties of the allocation map F(α) change with the tilting
angle α (i.e., with α = 0 the allocation map becomes singular
or it may be ill-conditioned if α ≈ 0) the computation of
the wrench mapper is not trivial and the use of a simple
inversion is not possible. In [33] different approaches aimed at
modifying the original ill-posed estimation problem with the
goal of stabilizing the solution and/or obtaining a meaningful
solution are presented, these approaches are known as regular-
isation. In particular, the adopted method, known as Tikhonov
regularisation, computes the solution in closed form as

F(α)‡ =
(
F(α)>F(α) + γI6

)−1
F(α)>, (25)

where γ ∈ R>0 is a properly chosen regularization parameter.
Of course, for α � 0 the allocation matrix is full-rank, then
the Tikhonov regularisation is not needed anymore. It is then
mandatory to parametrise γ = γ(α) in order to make its
contribution significant for α ≈ 0 and negligible for α � 0.
For this purpose, a hyperbolic curve has been adopted

γ(α) =
k1

α+ k2
, (26)

with k1 ∈ R>0 and k2 ∈ R>0 properly chosen.
1) Lateral force saturation: The lateral force achievable by

the FAST-Hex increases nonlinearly with the tilting angle α.
Let us express the lateral force bound used in the position
controller rxy as a function of α.

To do so, the scheme represented in Fig. 7, in which the
propellers’ saturation has been taken into account, has been
considered. The maximum achievable lateral force considering
as input of the wrench mapper a desired lateral force (e.g.,
10 N) around the hovering conditions with a null desired
moment for different values of α has been then numerically
computed. The obtained saturated force is reported in Fig. 8-
left.

Since the sets for admissible planar lateral forces have a
hexagonal shape, for the sake of simplicity it has been decided
to consider as a lateral bound the circle inscribed in each
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hexagon. To exploit rxy as a function of α a Least Squares
(LS) approach has been used to interpolate the obtained
values with a second degree polynomial. Finally, the obtained
polynomial has been scaled down with a tunable gain leading
to a more conservative lateral force bound. To cope with
the numerical problem related to the ill-conditioned pseudo
inverse a dead-zone in the proximity of α = 0 has been
introduced (see Figure 8-right).

0 5 10 15 20 25 30
0

2

4

6

8

-5 0 5 10 15 20 25

-5

0

5

Fig. 8. Left: Saturated lateral force for different values of α. Right: Lateral
force saturation function.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION

A. Experimental setup

The physical and mechanical parameters and controller
gains of the FAST-Hex are reported in Tab. I. In particu-
lar, the controller gains have been initially tuned on MAT-
LAB/Simulink environment by means of a ad-hoc simulator
and eventually fine-tuned on the real flying platform.

The controller has been developed in Matlab-Simulink and
runs at a frequency of 500 Hz on a stationary ground station.
The ground station is connected with the FAST-Hex with a
serial cable. This setup has been selected for fast development
and testing of the controller but could be ported with some
straightforward effort to an on-board system as the compu-
tational demand of the controller is negligible. Therefore we
would expect an increased performance as an on-board control
would benefit from a possibly higher control frequency, no
communication delay and no disturbance from the hanging
serial cable. The following presented experiments are therefore
a baseline on which the system could be improved.

On-board the FAST-Hex an inertial measurement unit pro-
vides acceleration and angular rate at 500 Hz. An external
marker-based motion capture (MoCap) system provides with
sub-centimeter accuracy the pose measurements of the aerial
robot at 100 Hz. The IMU and the pose measurements are
fused via an Unscented Kalman Filter state estimator to obtain
full state estimates at control frequency rate (500 Hz). The
external MoCap system could as well be replaced by an on-
board camera and a Perspective-n-Point algorithm to estimate
the robot’s pose. However, we purposefully neglected this
possibility to evaluate the FAST-Hex and its controller without
additional influences of the particular perception system.

We report two sets of experiments in this paper. In the first
set (see Sec. V-B) we demonstrate basic hovering capabilities
during reconfiguration of the tilting angle. In the second set
(see Sec. V-C) we present dynamic trajectory tracking for
two kinds of trajectories, sinusoidal attitude tracking with a
fixed position and sinusoidal position tracking with a fixed

attitude, both with a time varying tilting angle. An additional
experiment, comparing the robustness of the platform to exter-
nal force disturbance during full- and under-actuation, can be
found in the attached technical report. We will present several
plots in the following figures. In single column figures we
refer to the plots from top to bottom with increasing numbers.
In double column figures we refer to the plots from top to
bottom in the first column and then from top to bottom in
the second column with increasing numbers. For an easier
understanding, we highlighted in all plots with a bright red
background while the FAST-Hex is in UDT-configuration and
with a bright green or yellow background as soon as the
platform is in MDT-configuration. In order to better appreciate
the discussed experiments and their results, we suggest the
reader to watch the attached videos.

B. Experiment 1: Static Hovering

In this experiment, the FAST-Hex is commanded to hover
statically, i.e., to resist the gravitational force while main-
taining a constant position pr = [−0.14 − 0.05 1]>m and
a horizontal orientation, i.e., Rr = I3. Additionally, the
reference angle αr for the synchronized tilting angle of the
actuators has a rectangular profile between the values α1 = 0◦

and α2 = 30◦ (see first, third and seventh plot in Fig. 9). As a
consequence, the robot switches its configuration from UDT
to MDT and back.

The goal of the experiment is to demonstrate the controller’s
capability to safely change between the two configurations
UDT and MDT and assess the controller’s robustness with
respect to the unmodeled effects discussed in Sec. III-A.

Observing the position and attitude error plots (plot 2 and
5 in Fig. 9) it is obvious that the controller copes very well
with the configuration transition. Generally, the overall mean
position tracking error is ‖ep‖ = 8.7 mm, with a significantly
smaller tracking error while being in MDT configuration
(‖eMDT

p ‖ = 5.5 mm vs. ‖eUDT
p ‖ = 6.7 mm - we ignored the

initial time after a configuration change as the transition causes
a short increase of the tracking error). The overall mean atti-
tude tracking error is as well small (eφ = 0.84◦, eθ = 0.92◦,
eψ = 1.10◦) with again a significantly smaller mean error
for roll and pitch during MDT configuration (eMDT

φ = 0.35◦,
eMDT
θ = 0.35◦ vs. eUDT

φ = 0.54◦, eUDT
θ = 0.45◦). However, the

yaw tracking error is larger (eMDT
ψ = 0.76◦ vs. eUDT

ψ = 0.37◦).
This is due to small misalignments of the propellers, whose
effects on the tracking performance are more evident when
the control authority on the yaw moment is larger, i.e., when
α >> 0.

The plots of the reference Rr and the desired attitude Rd

(see Fig. 9 - plot 3 and 4) induce interesting insights on the
behavior of the inner attitude control loop. Comparing the third
and the fourth plot, it becomes clear that the control algorithm
is required to re-compute the desired orientation for the system
while being in UDT configuration. Indeed, when the system is
under-actuated the only feasible reference is the one given by
the well-known flatness property [29]. In this case, the desired
orientation is continuously regulated to correct position errors.
The non-exact zero mean for φd and θd is due to parameters
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Fig. 9. Plots of Experiment 1 - left column from top to bottom. 1) Actual vs reference position; 2) Position tracking error; 3) Reference attitude depicted in
Euler angles; 4) Desired attitude depicted in Euler angles. Right column from top to bottom: 5) Actual attitude depicted in Euler angles; 6) Attitude tracking
error; 7) Reference and actual tilting angle; 8) Actual propeller spinning velocity. While the FAST-Hex is under-actuated the plots are highlighted in red. On
the other hand, during full actuation the plots are highlighted in green.

mismatches between the model and the real system, especially
of those associated with the orientation of the actuators, and to
external disturbances like the one induced by the serial cable.
Conversely, as soon as the angle α is large enough the robot
can exert lateral forces without the need of re-orient itself and
so the desired attitude can be constantly flat.

Finally we would like to discuss the desired spinning veloci-
ties for the rotors computed by the pose controller depicted in
the sixth plot. As it can be appreciated, the signals remain
bounded by their limits, which demonstrate the controller
ability to comply with the actuator bounds. Furthermore, it
is worthwhile to observe the peaks in the actuator commands
during the changes of configuration, due to the crossing of the
singularity discussed in Sec IV-C that is also the cause of the
increase in the position tracking error.

C. Experiment 2: Dynamic Trajectory Tracking

In this set of experiments, we command the FAST-Hex to
track two trajectories with independent position and orienta-
tion profile, which is clearly unfeasible for standard collinear
multirotor platforms. As in the previous experiment, we altered
the tilting angle over time. The goal of these two experimental
sets is to demonstrate how the pose tracking of the controller
is fulfilled when the tilting angle is changed over time.

1) Sinusoidal translation with constant horizontal attitude:
In this experiment, we aim at tracking a translational sine-wave
trajectory while maintaining a horizontal attitude (Rr = I3).
The amplitude of the translational sine-wave is 1.2 m with
a peak velocity of ˆ̇pxr

= 1 m/s and a peak acceleration of
ˆ̈pxr = 1.67 m/s2 (see Fig. 11 - 1). The tilting angle α is
increased over time from 0◦ to 30◦ (see Fig. 11 - last plot).
A photograph of the FAST-Hex while tracking this trajectory
in the two different configurations is provided in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Time-lapse pictures of the FAST-Hex during Experiment 2-a: Top:
While being in UDT-configuration (tilting angle is zero) the platform cannot
generate horizontal forces and the controller needs to adapt the attitude
trajectory to be able to track the position trajectory. Bottom: With tilted
propellers, the FAST-Hex is able to generate lateral forces and the platform can
track independent position and attitude trajectories (depending on the actuation
constraints) and therefore remain horizontal while traversing laterally.

From plots 3 and 4 of Fig. 11 it becomes clear that the
controller has to significantly alter the reference trajectory
to output a trackable desired trajectory while the platform is
under-actuated (until t ≈ 20 s). During this initial phase of
the experiment, the maximum lateral force fxy is zero (see
plot 7) making the attitude trajectory fully coupled with the
position trajectory. As soon as the lateral force fxy is not
zero but increases over time, the desired trajectory gradually
approaches the reference trajectory. It is interesting to point
out that even with fully tilted propellers, the lateral forces
required to track a fully horizontal trajectory would violate
the maximum spinning velocity of the propellers (see plot
6). Therefore, the desired trajectory diverges slightly from the
reference trajectory at the peaks of the translation.

2) Hovering with sinusoidal rolling: In the second dynamic
reference motion, the position trajectory is constant with pr =
[−0.08 −0.03 1]>m, while the roll angle follows a sine-wave
with a peak angle of 6◦ and a frequency of about 0.1 Hz.
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Fig. 11. Plots of Experiment 2-a - from top to bottom. 1) Actual vs reference
position; 2) Position tracking error; 3) Reference attitude depicted in Euler
angles; 4) Desired and actual attitude depicted in Euler angles; 5) Attitude
tracking error; 6) Actual propeller spinning velocity; 7) Maximum and actual
lateral force; 8) Reference and actual tilting angle. While the FAST-Hex is
under-actuated, the plots are highlighted in red, during full actuation, the plots
are highlighted in green.

The pitch and yaw angles remain constant at 0◦. The plots
related to this trajectory, which is clearly unfeasible for a UDT
vehicle, are depicted in Fig. 12.

The reference tilting angle is increased linearly from α =
0◦ to α = 30◦, as in the previous experiment (see last plot
in Fig. 12). The controller is therefore required to adapt the
reference trajectory into a trackable desired trajectory.

The static reference pr and actual body position pB are
depicted in the first plot in Fig. 12. The position tracking error
remains small with mean position error of ‖ep‖ = 10.4 mm.
The position error does not significantly change between the
configurations. A standard collinear multirotor is not able to
track a trajectory for roll and pitch while remaining at a fixed
location, as multi-directional forces would need to be applied.
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Fig. 12. Plots of Experiment 2-b - from top to bottom. 1) Actual vs reference
position; 2) Position tracking error; 3) Reference attitude depicted in Euler
angles; 4) Desired and actual attitude depicted in Euler angles; 5) Attitude
tracking error; 6) Actual propeller spinning velocity; 7) Maximum and actual
lateral force; 8) Reference and actual tilting angle. While the FAST-Hex is
under-actuated, the plots are highlighted in red, during full actuation, the plots
are highlighted in green.

Therefore, the FAST-Hex cannot track the reference attitude
trajectory initially (see Fig. 12 - plot 4). As a consequence, the
controller outputs a desired trajectory that is basically constant
and horizontal. As soon as the feasible horizontal body force
is large enough (see plot 7) thanks to an increasing tilting
angle, the FAST-Hex gradually starts to track the reference
attitude trajectory. Starting from t ≈ 60 s, the tilting angle is
large enough to fully track the reference attitude. The lateral
forces required to track the desired rolling motion can now be
completely generated by the propellers (see plot 6 and 7).
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a novel morphing hexarotor
platform - the FAST-Hex. The careful integration of a single
additional actuator allows the platform to efficiently tran-
sition from under-actuation to full-actuation. We presented
and discussed the hardware implementation, and the control
framework that allows to drive the platform seamlessly in both
conditions, while prioritizing position tracking over attitude
tracking if the actuation limitations cannot be met otherwise.

We presented an extensive set of flight experiments, showing
general trajectory tracking performance in static and dynamic
flight regimes in both configurations. Furthermore, we dis-
cussed the benefits of morphing aerial platforms under the
effect of external force disturbances.

In the future we plan to compare the use of alternative con-
trollers based on online optimization to the current proposed
solution.
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